Guidelines for bid content for hosting ISS

ISS year ?? summary of bid

Invitation letter (e.g. by officials)

Why this venue, location, country for ISS?

Host Organization

Local/national Organizing Committee. Who are you, and what would your roles be (Chairman, Secretary, Scientific Committee, Treasurer, Supporter; e.g. also CV’s)

Seaweed Research and Industry Details in the area, country

City Concessions for ISS ??

Proposed dates

Proposed theme/title of the specific ISS

Proposed area

Proposed venues
  – conference and banquet venue

Accommodation suggested for ISS delegates (choice for all budgets)

Estimated budget based on 300 delegates (or what is appropriate)???

Estimated budget based on 600 delegates (or what is appropriate)??

Suggestions for Mid Symposium Tours

From a scientific and industrial point of view

From a touristic point of view

Suggestions for possible spouse programme

Suggestions for pre- and post symposium tours

The City of ??/about the city

Prices and expenses of a delegate at the suggested place

Visa rules for Congress delegates

Accessibility /Easy to get to/Frequency of direct flights/ Easy to get around
Possible support letters